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Protest alleging deficient specifications was untimely.
Agency's refusal to waive testIng until protester was able to
comply with computer processor specifications was not arbitrary.
Benchunrk test time and tasks to be dome were increased, thereby
increasing competition. Protest was denied. EDJH)
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I
DIGEST:

1. Protest alleging specif4 cations were deficient
and violated 0MB Circ'ular is untimely under
Bid Protest Procedures when not filed before
closing date for receipt of initial proposals.
Moreover, issues raised are not considered
significant.

2. Agency's insistence that computer processor
oiferect by protnster comply with specifications
and its ref-tsal to waive testing pend'ig pro-
testers develupme:4 t of compliant processor ia
not arbitrary.

3. Prot'ester's allegation that response time under
benchmark test was relaxed to benefit certain
competitors is n t sustained by record which
uhowi that increase in response time was offset
by proportionate increase in functions to be
performed and thht change was made to benefit
several competitors, thus increasing competition.

Burroughs Corporation '(Burroughs) protests the,
award of any contract under request for proposals (RFP)
No. YA-512-RFP6-21, issued by the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment (BLM) of the Department of the Interior. The RFP
solicited offers to furnish and install a large scale
computer system and the necessary software, mainterance
and supporting servi:es.

After oral and written. discussiobs, Burroughs'
original proposal was rejected a technically unacceptable
primarily because its Data Communications Processor
(DPC B36358) did not meet the specifications for the
front-and processor. Burroughs then proposed a new
front-end processor (DPC B 6359) which was .'ot then
developed to the extent that it could be functionally
demonstrated. Burroughs requested permission to perform
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the required benchmark tests on the DPC B 6358 with tils
understanding that the DPC B 6359 would be delivered if
.'t was awarded the contract. BLM refused to grant this
request or to waive the functional demonstration of the
DPC B 6359 and informed Burroughs that its revised pro-
posal was unacceptable. Burroughs then protested on
the following grounds.

"1. That the Contracting Officer arbitrarily
and capriciously refuse d to permit Burroughis
to perform the RFP authorized Benchmark Tit'e
Test with its orIginally Configured and pror
posed computer system (DCF B 6358) for reasons
solely based on hardware canfigu-tation and not
on functional accomplishment of the system per-
formance parameters provid'ed for i'a the RFP
and demonstrable by testing.

"2. That in doing so, the Contracting
Off'cer totally and ak!bitrariiy disregarded
the provisions of OMB Circu1ar A-109, whi~ch
was issued on April 5, 1976 before the subject
RFP was issued, which is applicable to major
systems acquisitions including ADP procure-
ments, and which calls for the use of functional
specifications.

"3 That the Con'triacting Off iier upon
initially rejecting Burroughsi' orikinal pro-
pos'ad system without benchmark testing, and
upor entertaining and receiving an alternate
proposal by Burroughs for a new hardware system
(DCP B 6359) deliverable by installation data,
arbitrarily refused to consider same and/or
grant a waiver of present benchmark testing.

"4. That the Conitracting Officer two days
before origihal benchmark testing by a Burroughs
competitor in this procurement, (IBM), relaxed
the Response Time Specification (entitlid Benc-
mark Description Job Set E) approximately 304Z
from 3.5 x 10 seconds). On 'information and
belief this was accomplished to accommodate other
bidders, yet the Contracting Officer has arbitrarily
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5-18 7769

and capriciously taken'action here rejeding
any benchmark testing with Burroughs' original
DC? B 6358 System and refusing to waive present
testing of Burroughs' alternate proposed new
DCP B 6359 System deliverable on schedule.
Such selective and double standard treatment of
bidders ir contrary to the competitive process.

"5. That the above actions of the Contracting
Officer violate the provisions of federal procure-
ment law and regulations mandating maximum com-
petition from all qualified sources of supply."

The FP stated that

"The front-end processor must have been
specifically designed for the function
of relieving the central processor in
the couiputingaystem from the task of!
handling communications line monuitoring
and related tasks involved with local
and remote terminal inpu't and output/
The utilization of either hardware and/or
software normally associated with the main
frame is not permissible for the purpose
of meeting the front-end requirement."

It is not disputed thait DCP B 6358 did not meet this
requirement. Burroughs,however, challenges the necessity
of re'quiring the front-end processor to relieiv the
central processor of the circuit discipline, error
controlmessage assembly, editing, routing, code con-
version and buffer queueing functions.

After Burroughs presentcd its objectonhsVto the
General Services Administration (G3A), by letter dated
November 15, 1976, GSA requiested that BLM provide it
with juitiiCicatlon for the '! dusiSW of mandatory com-
puter functions in the front-end processor rather than
in thi iost processor. This was done and GSA, by letter
of February 18, 1977, stated its belief that there was a
reasonable basis for the requirement that specific opera-
tional functions be solely within the front-end processor,
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but tha., in its view, such a design requirement "could
best be verified by empirical data such as statistical
studies, or simulations regarding the subject computer
functions." However, GSA recognized that ELM's need
was urgent and therefore it would "impose no objection"
to the BLS requirement.

GSA also stated its determination that the change
in average response time from 3.5 to 10 aeconJs was of
such significance as to require an amendment to the
RFP and that all vendors be afforded a fair opportunity
to propose or to awend proposals already submitted.
GSA stated its understanding that the amendment was an
accurate statement of ELM's requirement and was necessary
only for purposes of cla'rification arising from the
inability to isoluateifc'ompilation time from execution
time. Further, the GSA litter recommended that offerbrs
already tested be given iie opportunity to adjust their
proposals and rerun the benchmakrk test and that vendors
who secured the original benchmark documentation but
did not propose, be given an opportunity to reconsider.

ELM then wrote to Burrouighs and the two other
companies which had submitted proposals and afforded
them an opportunity to revise their proposals and to
propose any product announced prior to March'9, 1977.
In addition, ELM wrote four other companies which had
not submitted proposals asking if they now dasiri'd to
do so. Based on the replies, ELM reopened the procure-
ment with a closing date of May 2, 1977. After review-
ing the new and the revised proposals, ELM will conduct
the benchmarks tests but will defer the award pending
this decision. A functional demonstrationorf Burroughs'
DC? B 6359 was recently conducted and Burroughs was
informed that the DCP B 6359 had not adequately performed
the functional demonstrations.

The record indicates that BLM cbnducted a thorough
study of its needs anid decided that the front-end
processor for the computer system should perform many
of the usual functions of the central processor so that
the central processor could perform more efficiently
other functions which the front-end processor could not
perform. It believed that such a configuration would
result in more efficient operations, would be in accord
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with the trends in the industry and would provide more
flexibility in the event of the anticipated expansion of
the system. BLM's intention to require such a front-
end processor capability was made known to the vendors
by the release for comments of ohe specifications prior
to isstiaace of the formal REP. No objection to such
a requirement was raised at that time o: after the
release of the RFP until the Burroughs proposal was
questioned by the proposal evaluation team.

We do not believe that it can be fairly said that
BLM acted arbitrarily or capriciously in requiring
Burroughs to meet the specifications. To the exteant
that Burroughs' protest is based upon improprietiee
apparent in the specifications, it is untimely under our
Bid Protest Procedures, 4 C.F.R. d 20.2(b)(1) (1976),
which 'require that protests based upon such alleged impro-
prieties be filed prior to the closing date for receipt
of initial proposals. To the extent that the first and
sacond grounds set forth above were apparent in the
solicitation, they will not be considered in this decision.

While not agreeing that its protest is untimely,
Burroughs asserts that because it raises issues signifi-
cant to Federal procurement practices, "good cause" has
been shown to invoke section 20.2(c) of our Bid Proti'st
Procedures.(4 C.F.R.N 20.2(c) (1975)). This section
does peimit consideriation of untimely protests where good
cause is shown or where issues significant to procurement
practices or procedures are raised. The good cause excep-
tion generally refer's'to some compelling reason beyond
the protester's control which prevented him from filing
a timely protest. 52,Comp. Gen. 20, 23 (1972). We see
no such reason present in this case. The significant
issue exception is limited to issues whoch are of wide-
opreid interet to the procurement community aud is exer-
cised sparingly so that the timeliness standards do not
become meaningless. See Catalytics Incorporated, B-187444,
November 23, 1976, 76-2 CPD 445. Wa see nothing in this
case to warrant invoking this exception.

Burroughs alleges that BLM's refusaJ to waive the
functional testing of the DCP B 6359 or to permit bench-
mark testing of the system with the DCP B 6358 on the
understanding that the DCP B 6359 would be delivered on
schedule, was arbitrary. In essence, this challenges
the technical judgment. upon which ELM's refusal was based.
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However, we will not question technical judgments of
the agencies in the absence of a clear showing of
unreasonableness or a violation of the procurement
statutes and regulations. 54 Comp. Gen. 612 (1975).
The record indicates that at the time of BLM's refusal
to waive the functional testing of the DCP 3 6359,
no demonstrable '3PC B 6359 existed and that Burroughs
had projected delivery of the DPC B 6359 nio later than
October 1977. BLM contends that the required front-
end processor was an integral part of the, computer
system and that the failure to funttionally demon-
strate it would reduce effectiveness of the benchmark
tests to an unacceptable level. Under these circumstances,
we believe that BLM has a reasonable basis to insist
that the DPC B 6359 be fur.'rionally demonstrated and
to refuse to conduct the benchmark test uith the non-
complaint DPC B 6358.

We do not believe that GSA'. letter of February 18,
1977 lends support to Burroughs.position. As pointed
out above, the letter expressed GSA's belief that there
was a reasonable basis for requiring the spucific opera-
tional functions solely within the front-end processor.
It also stated that while it believed that the necessity
for architectural design specifications could best be
verified by empirical data such as statistical studies
or simulations, it would impose no objection in this
case due to the urgency. It then suggested that if
BLM agreed that GSA's view had merit, BLM enter into
meaningful negotiatior' with Burroughs and cited various
actions which "could" be taken. The rerord does show
that while BLM reopetie'd the procurement to all, it did
not adopt a GSA suggestion to the effect that Burroughs
(and possibly other offerors) be allowed to demonstrate
substitute equipment and be permitted to deliver the sub-
stitbte equipment until the required processor Lould be
delivered. In our opinion, the failure to follow this
suggestion does not support a charge of arbitrariness.

With regard to Burroughs' fourth. grounid for protiest,
BLM contends that contrary to Bu :.oughs'statemert that
the specifications were relaxled, the specifications were
clarified with regard to the procedures to be followed
during the response time portion of the benchmark testing.
BLM states that the RFP did not define response time and
that although no offeror objected to the 3-1/2 second
response time, it became evident during the technical
discussions of the proposals that the offerors were
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proposing'different methods of meeting the 3-1/2 second
requirement because of their different interpretations.
Although all such methrds were acceptable, one contained
features not available to competitors such as the avail-
ability and quality of manpower and pre-benchmark. com-
puter power. Therefore, BLM decided to add compilation
and code loading to the execution of the queries and
updates and to compansaste for these additional pro-
cessesuby increasing the 3-1/2 second responjse time to
10 seconds. BLM states that the actual benchmark demon-
strations indicated that all offerors met the 3 -1/2
second response time originally required for the execu-
tion of the queries and updates and would hale met it
without the clarification. We see no indication of
arbitrary, capricious or unfair action by BLM with regard
to this matter.

Finally, the statutory and regulatory maidia'tes
for maximum competition cannot be reasonably construed
to require an agehiciy after receipt of proposals to
waive for one competitor mandatory requirements which
other competitors have met. This Office has often
stated that the preclusion of one or more competitors
from a particular compei'tion dtes not render a speci-
fication unduly restrictive if., in fact, the speifica-
tion represe~nts the legitimte needs of the agency.
Gardner Machinery CoiroratIon; G. A. Braun, Incorporated,
B-185418, September 15, 1976, 76-2 CPD 245.

Accordingly, this protest is denied.

FM Cmptr iler General
of the United States

J.
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